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1. INTRODUCTION

The present study constructs a model of delegated management where risk-
averse shareholders delegate their firms’ management to self-interested and risk-
averse executives/managers, but in a macroeconomic Pigouvian-cycle setting.
Within the context of the “separation of ownership and control” in the modern
US coportation culture, some general equilibrium implications of the manager’s
renumeration contracts are deduced: these contracts are required to be aligned
with the twin goals of the firm owner’s interest and the firm’s maximized value.
Along the lines of the latter requirement, this paper is particularly interested
in the problem of designing socially optimal executive incentive compensation
contracts situated in a macroeconomic environment of Pigouvian business fluc-
tuations.

The key to optimal contracting in this macroeconomic context, I argue, must
be the appropriate “balance” between the desired contract’s incentive compo-
nent, propotional to a non-tradable equity position, and its salary counterpart
indexed to the aggregate wage bill.1 Conforming to the standard “moral hazard”
literature, it is not surprising that the optimal contract of interest takes the form
of linearity, suggesting that the manager’s compensation must be linearly pro-
portional to her perfomance measure, suitably chosen even in a dynamic general
equilibrium setting. The economy’s intertemporal decision-making, however,
places an additional restriction on the optimal contractual form, requiring that
the manager’s stochastic discount factor must be aligned with the shareholder’s
counterparts to generate the firm’s future dividends. The latter requrement sug-
gests that the optimal contract’s performance measure will be strongly tied to the
aggregate state of the economy, standing 180 degrees to what standard incentive
theory offered. The benchmark story of moral hazard, by contrast, tells us that
the aggregate state of the business cycle will be irrelevant to determine the man-
ager’s compensation when her performance measure is statistically linked with
her hidden efforts in a monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP) manner, as
the contract’s performance criterion will be a sufficient statistic for any bilateral
resoultions of this moral hazard problem.

The present managerial contract may therefore bring a natural resolution to
the “pay-for-luck” puzzle, one of conspicuous anomalies in the executive com-
pensation literature: the “pay-for-luck” puzzle indicates that a CEO’s pay seems
more closely linked with a broad-based market index such as the market portfo-

1At the opposite extreme, the contract’s huge imbalance between the prior two, with the
former substantially emphasized, will uitimately lead to an economy of concentrated equity own-
ership. See Section 3 for a further discussion of the latter economy.
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lio return, typically representaive of the state of the business cycle, rather than
her own firm’s stock return.2 It must be noted, moreover, that the present dy-
namic economy is largely vulnerable to Pigouvian cycles, what the literature
often refers to as news-driven business cycles, thereby making the case that the
“pay-for-luck” phenomenon linked with the manager’s socially optimal compen-
sation contracts should be irrelevant to any distortions of social welfare, no mat-
ter how large the economy’s aggregate fluctuations would be even in response to
her own expectations that are unrelated to economic fundamentals.

As a corollary argument, the presence of Pigouvian fluctuations offers a lit-
mus test for the managerial contract’s economy-wide welfare costs in the Lu-
casian sense. While inducing managers to adopt the first-best investment and
hiring decisions from a a social perspective, these socially designed contracts
may lead to economy-wide welfare losses more than one order of magnitude
larger that Lucas (1987, 2003) cost-of-business-cycle estimate. More interest-
ingly, the cost of business-cycle-frequency fluctuations turns out to be irrelevant
to the CEO-to-worker pay ratio suitably parametrized in the present context, de-
spite being sensitive to an increase in the economy’s overall risk aversion —-the
latter observation is completely in line with the basic conclusion of the cost-of-
business-cycle literature.

The suggestion in this paper that the “pay-for-luck” puzzle may be addressed
by first-best executive compensation contracts within the context of a macroeco-
nomic business-cycle model is not new. Notable references are Danthine and
Donaldson (2015) and Donaldson and Kim (2023) to mention but a few.3 The

2Betrand and Mullainathan (2003) first identified the “pay-for-luck” puzzle, which empiri-
cally proves to be a positive relationship between CEO compensation and oil price shocks. Garvey
and Milbourn (2006) subsequently also find that the puzzle is isomorphic to the executive pay’s
unambiguously strong link with market returns.

3The latter further construct an otherwise standard real business cycle model, where the twin
contractual forms of linearity and “option-like” convexity vis-à-vis managers’ performance mea-
sures, whether first-best or sub-optimal, are introduced. This paper also explores the cost of
Prescottian business fluctuations under various contractual scenarios, suggesting that only the
latter contractual type associated with Pareto sub-optimality will produce large cost-of-business-
cycle estimates. Along the line of Pareto inefficiency, Kim (2023) introduces a model of del-
egated management, wherein the one-to-one proportionality between a “CEO external manag-
ing premium” and an investment wedge in the spirit of Chari et al. (2007) can be rationalized
through Nash-bargained contracts of executive compensation: the latter, resulting from the man-
ager’s under- or over-investment decisions due to the former’s raison d’être, is seen to be a main
driver behind the economy’s Pareto inefficiency. The model in Kim (2023) accordingly posits
that the soaring ratio of CEO pay to that of the average worker, characteristic of the modern US
economy, should be viewed as a bellwether for the economy’s significant Pareto suboptimality, in
sharp contrast to the present thesis.
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key distinction between the present model and theirs, however, is that Pigouvian
shocks are a primary driving force behind the former, while the latter’s business
cycles are propagated in response to benchmark Prescottian supply shocks. Ac-
cordingly, the present model creates a larger Lucasian cost of fluctuations than
those Prescottain counterparts, despite the model’s Pareto-efficient business fluc-
tuations.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 presents the basic model and its
implied Pareto-optimal managerial contract, culminating in Theorem 1. Section
3 introduces Pigouvian shocks to the delegated management economy, and ex-
plores the economy’s Pigouvian-cycle consequences, particularly, vis-à-vis the
cost of fluctuations. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. THE MODEL

I begin by describing a public-information equilibrium, abstracting from
both moral hazard and adverse selection considerations, although the case of
the manager’s hidden efforts within the context of moral hazard will be dis-
cussed later (See Theorem 1). The model I consider is essentially a discrete-time
infinite horizon economy with two distinct infinitely-lived agent types, “man-
agers” and “shareholder-worker-consumers,” with the latter type often referred
to as “sharehloders” for economy of presentations. These groups are uniformly
distributed, respectively, on sets of positive Lebesgue measure, µ and a unit in-
terval. Self-interested managers are selected at the beginning of time to manage
a single stand-in firm permanently and are accordingly assumed to make all the
relevant decisions in view of maximizing their own intertemporal utility. Share-
holders thus seek a contract that incentivizes the manager to select investment
and hiring policies that are maximizing shareholders’ utility.

The representative shareholder-worker–consumer is confronted with a work
versus leisure decision and a portfolio investment decision. The form of his op-
timization problem is standard. The representative shareholder’s problem reads:

V s(Ωs
0) = max

{ns
t ,cs

t ,zt+1}
E0

∞

∑
t=0

β
t [us(cs

t −bcs
t−1)−H(ns

t )] (1)

s.t.

cs
t + ps

t st+1 ≤ (ps
t +dt)st +wtns

t

given his information set Ω
s
t = {st , ps

t ,dt ,wt ;cs
t−1}.
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In problem (1), us(·) is the shareholder’s period utility of consumption, H(·)
his disutility of work function, cs

t his period t consumption, ns
t his period t labor

supply, st the fraction of the firm’s single equity share he holds at the start of pe-
riod t, and ps

t the equity price of the firm. The parameter b represents the agent’s
habit formation parameter — I assume both agent types have habit preferences
to ensure the existence of Pigouvian cycles. I also assume both agents have the
same discount factor.

The necessary and sufficient condition problem (1) are characterized by

uc(cs
t −bcs

t−1)−bβE(uc(cs
t+1 −bcs

t ) | Ωt) = λ
s
t (2)

λ
s
t wt = Hn(ns

t ) (3)

ps
t = Et [

λ s
t+1

λ s
t
(ps

t+1 +dt+1)] (4)

There is a single ‘stand-in’ firm which provides output, {yt}, each period. Its
production technology is of the Cobb-Douglas form,

yt = f (at ,vtkt ,nt) = at(vtkt)
αn1−α

t (5)

where at , vt , kt , and nt denote, respectively, the level of Hicks-neutral technology,
the rate of capital utilization, the stock of capital, and aggregate hours supplied
in period t. The evolution through time of the firm’s capital stock is given by

kt+1 =

[
1−φ

(
it

it−1

)]
it +[1−δ (vt)]kt (6)

where it denotes aggregate investment in period t; in equation (6), φ is an ad-
justment cost function that satisfies the twin properties of φ(1) = φ ′(1) = 0, and
φ ′′(1) > 0.4 Directly adapted from Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009), the rate of
capital depreciation as a function of vt , δ (vt), is formulated by its convexity with
respect to vt (i.e., δ ′(vt) > 0 and δ ′′(vt) ≥ 0). The economy’s labor market is
competitive with all firms hiring at the going wage rate wt . The product of vt

and kt , the measure of capital services, will be seen later to affect a shift in labor
demand in response to Pigouvian (news) shocks.

At the beginning of period t, the firm’s manager observes the productivity pa-
rameter at ; she then undertakes her utility-maximizing decisions (it ,nt) in light
of her remuneration contract Cm. The manager is not given access to capital mar-
kets and thus consumes her income.5 Letting cm

t denote the manager’s period t
4This specification guarantees that the model’s steady state equilibrium does not depend on

the adjustment cost parameter, κ ≡ φ ′′(1) (Christiano et al., 2005).
5 Under the optimal contract, security trading is redundant for the manager.
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consumption, thus, one can conclude that cm
t =Cm ·nm

t with her labor effort, nm
t .

It should come as no surprise to presume that the manager is banned from trad-
ing the equity issued by the firm she manages: not only does this rule protect
shareholders from insider trading, but it also prevents the manager from using
financial markets to insure against her own managerial risk solely derived from
the contract’s certain performance measures.

In line with specification (5), take as a benchmark the scenario where the
manager’s effort as a factor of production is inessential in the production pro-
cess, yet where the manager is offered a performance-based contract, so that
the manager’s real economic decisions amount to investment and hiring ones in
equilibrium. Following Danthine and Donaldson (2015) and Donaldson and Kim
(2023), the firm’s free cash flow before payments to managers, d̂t , will be viewed
as a plausible sufficient statistic for the manager’s performance measure ensur-
ing Pareto optimality; d̂t , satisfiying d̂t = f (at ,vtkt ,nt)−ntwt − it , will prove to
be the case, indeed.

Letting um(·) represent the manager’s utility-of-consumption function, and
β her subjective discount factor, the manager’s problem reads:

V m(Ωm
0 ) = max

{ns
t ,it ,υt ,cm

t ;nm
t }
E0

∞

∑
t=0

β
tum(cm

t −bcm
t−1) (7)

s.t.

cm
t = Cm(dt ;ns

t , it ,vt ;Ω
m
t )n

m
t

dt = f (at ,υtkt( f ),nt( f ))−ntwt − it −µcm
t ≡ d̂t −µcm

t

kt+1 =

[
1−φ

(
it

it−1

)]
it +[1−δ (υt)]kt ,

nm
t ≤ 1

where the manager maximizes her consumption streams in a “self-interested”
manner given her information set Ωm

t = {kt , it−1;zt ;wt ;Cm
t (·);cm

t−1}.
The entire economy’s total output can be distributed to meet the respective

demands of consumption and investment goods:

yt = cs
t +µcm

t +
it
zt
, (8)

where {z̃t} represents the level of investment-specific technology as in Green-
wood et al. (2000) and Fisher (2006). In formulation (8), we do not rule out the
possibility that both exogenous technology shocks, {ãt} and {z̃t}, have stochas-
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tic trends, although only the latter case will be considered in the model’s Pigouvian-
cycle experiment.

The economy’s decentalized equilibrium can then be formalized as follows:

Definition 1. Equilibrium in the delgegated management economy consists of a
set of decision rules
{cs

t (·),cm
t (·);ns

t (·),nm
t (·);st+1(·); it(·),nt(·);υt(·)} and a set of wage contracts and

price functions {wt(·); ps
t (·),dt(·)} given the information set of aggregate states

Ω = {kt ;at ,zt} and the managerial contract Cm
t (·) such that

(i) {cs
t (·),ns

t (·);st+1(·)} satisfies the shareholder-worker-investor’s first order cond-
tions given the information set Ωs

t = {st , ps
t ,dt ,wt ;cs

t−1}
(ii) {cm

t (·),nm
t (·); it(·),ns

t (·),vt(·)} satisfies the delegated manager’s first order
conditons given the information set Ωm

t = {kt , it−1;at ,zt ;wt ;Cm
t (·);cm

t−1}
(iii) wt(·) is the market-clearing wage in the labor market such that nt = ns

t
(iv) ps

t (·) is the market clearing price in the equity market such that st = 1
(v){ps

t (·),dt(·)} satisfies the Lucas’ asset pricing (vi)The economy follows the
law of motion:kt+1 = [1−δ (υt)]kt + it [1−φ( it

it−1
)]

(vii) the resouce contraint is binding:cs
t +µcm

t + it
zt
= yt .

As a counterpart to formulation (1) described above, a central planner’s prob-
lem is now introduced in the spirit of the second welfare theorem:

Definition 2. Given the aggregate state of the economy, Ωt = {cs
t−1,c

m
t−1, it−1,kt ,zt},

the central planner’s problem is as follows:

VCP(Ω0) = max
{cs

t ,cm
t ;ns

t ;vt ;it}
E0 ∑β t [θ µu(cm

t −bcm
t−1)+u(cs

t −bcs
t−1)−H(ns

t )] (9)

s.t.

yt = cs
t +µcm

t + it
zt

kt+1 = [1−δ (υt)]kt + it [1−φ( it
it−1

)]

yt = f (at ,υtkt ,ns
t )

at ≡ Hicks-neutral technology

zt ≡ investment-specific technical change

where θ is an arbitrary relative welfare weight attributed to an individual man-
ager when the welfare weight of an individual shareholder is normalized to 1
and υt is the rate of capital utilization.

The following theorem makes clear how the delegated management and
Pareto-optimal economies coincide through the optimal contract of form (10).
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Under formulation (10), it is further shown that intorduction of the manager’s
unobservable efforts under the heading “private information” does not change
the delegated management economy’s Pareto optimality.

Theorem 1. Consider a manager’s compensation contract of the form

Cm = Cm(d̂t , wtnt ; st) = A+ϕ

[
wtnt + d̂t

]η

, (10)

where st represents the aggregate state vector of the economy in a recurisive-
equilibrium sense.

a. If us( ) = um ( ). then a contract of form (10), with At ≡ A = 0, ϕ > 0
and θ = 1, is optimal in the sense that a manager subject to this contract
will select investment and hiring plans that lead to the first-best equilib-
rium for the model economy that coincides with the planner’s solution to
formulation (2).

b. Consider the case where the manager’s unobservable effort, et , is essential
to production as identified by the production function

f (at ,vtkt ,nt ,µet).

Conforming to the moral hazard literature, it is assumed that the man-
ager’s effort, et , is private information, uncertain from the perspective of
the consumer-worker-investor, and distinct from the (observable) aggre-
gate productivity uncertainty {ãt}. Further impose the statistical assump-
tion of the monotone likelihood ratio property (MLRP), i.e., the intuitive
requirement that a high-performance realization or high-output state re-
flects favorably on the manager’s choice of effort, thereby formalizing the
following condition:

d
dy

[
∂

∂e
logP(y,a|e)]≥ 0

where P(y,a|e) is the joint stationary probability density with respect to
output y and the productivity shock a conditional on the chosen effort level.
If the manager’s first-best managerial contract as in a. is guaranteed in
aggregate equilibrium, then her private information is irrelevant to the
first-best allocation of resources.

Proof. See Technical Appendix. For the case of moral hazard, see Donaldson
and Kim (2023). The key to proving the latter part is Prescott and Townsend
(1984) securitization scheme vis-à-vis private information.
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3. RESULTS

Pigouvian Shocks To introduce Pigouvian cycles into the present environ-
ment, I adopt the “anticipated shock” methodology of Donaldson et al. (2022),
a revision of Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe, (2012) methodology.6 I first reformu-
late the twin technological changes of {ãt} and {z̃t}, respectively, in terms of
growth-rate shocks:

φ
a
t ≡ at

at−1
and φ

z
t ≡ zt

zt−1
. (11)

Assume further that permissible growth-rate shocks {φ ∆
t }, where ∆ ∈ {a,z},

evolve over time according to the standard autoregressive form:

log
(

φ̃ ∆
t /φ

∆
)
= ρ∆ log

(
φ ∆

t−1/φ
∆
)
+ ε

j
∆,t− j. (12)

In formulation (12), ρ∆ and φ
∆ denote, respectively, the autoregressive coef-

ficient of process ∆ and the process’s non-stochastic average rate of growth;
{ε̃

j
∆,t− j} follows an i.i.d. Gaussian (normal) distribution with mean zero and

standard deviation σ∆.
The error term ε

j
∆,t− j represents an “anticipated” innovation to φ ∆

t , observed
by rational economic agents j periods earlier for j = 2,4 or 8, but materializing
later in period t. We attach the meaning of “news shocks” to ε

j
∆,t− j in the sense

that forward-looking rational agents will react to anticipated news about Hicks-
neutral and investment-specific technical changes in period (t− j), although such
period (t − j) news announcements will be unambiguously reified in period t.7

The following proposition guarantees that the present delegated management
economy is susceptible to Pigouvian cycles, i.e., business fluctuations that could
be driven by private sector expectations that are unrelated to the economy’s fun-
damentals, thereby rendering the ‘pay-for-luck’ puzzle more puzzling at the mi-
cro level, but offering the puzzle’s potential resolution at the aggregate level.

Proposition 1. Consider the limiting case where µ = 0 and the representative
consumer-worker’s labor supply is fixed. The delegated management economy

6The key distinction between Donaldson et al. (2022) and Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe, (2012)
methodologies is that the former employs the method of third-order perturbation for the the
welfare-cost reason, while the latter adopts the first-order counterpart for estimation reasons.

7Under formulation (12), these “news shocks” manifest themselves as autonomous yet non-
falsifiable changes in the agent’s growth expectations constrained by her own anticipation horizon
of j quarters when j = 2,4 and 8. By contrast, the case of j = 0 (i.e., ε0

∆,t ) represents contempo-
raneous, unanticipated shocks, whose significance is largely emphasized in the conventional RBC
literature under the banner of the “Prescottian channel of supply shocks” (Prescott, 1986).
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(1) displays Pigouvian cycles (impulse responses) in the sense of Jaimovich and
Rebelo (2009) under the data-generating process (12).

Proof. By Theorem 1, it will suffice to check whether the planner’s economy
2 can display Pigouvian cycles or not. Under the twin assumptions of µ = 0
and the representative consumer-worker’s fixed labor supply, the central plan-
ning problem here is isormorphic to Christiano et al. (2010) Pigouvian-cycle
economy.

Remark 2. Jaimovich and Rebelo (2009) suggest three necessary and sufficient
conditions for the replication of PIgouvian cycles: the gradual capital adjust-
ment of type (6), the variable capital utilization rate vt , and a preference specifi-
cation that generates a weak wealth effect on variable labor supply.

Cost of Fluctuations Under the delegated management economy, how large
are the costs of business fluctuations in the Lucasian sense? This question also
relates to the broader one of how harmful the soaring ratio of CEO pay to that
of the average worker, characteristic of the present-day US economy, would be
from the standpoint of social welfare. In the present context, the latter ques-
tion will be paricularly appropriate and legimate, as the arbitrary parameter ϕ

in Theorem 1 can be construed as the ratio of CEO pay to that of the average
worker. If any large number of ϕ had a tendency to produce the high cost of
fluctuations, then any social justice, as commonsensical as it appears, would be
immediately called for. The model’s implication, however, flies in the face of
“common sense,” as summarized below.

Corollary 1. Suppose that the manager’s compensation contract of form (10)
satisfies the Pareto-optimal contract requirements specified in Theorem 1. Under
the limiting case of µ = 0, the parameter ϕ , parameterized to mirror the ratio of
CEO pay to that of the average worker, is irrelevant to the determination of the
economy’s real allocation and social welfare.

Despite this irrelevance result, Proposition 1 facilitates the calculation of Lu-
cas (1987, 2003) cost-of-business-cycle estimates in the Pigouvian-cycle-driven
delegated management economy. Consider the planner’s economy in formu-
lation 2, if necessary, in its suitably detrended long-run equilibrium stochastic
steady state. Let dM(̃st) denote the joint ergodic probability distribution on the
economy’s (detrended) state vector s̃t and let {c(̃st)} and {n(̃st)} denote the cor-
responding (representative) consumer’s ergodic (detrended) consumption and la-
bor supply distributions resulting from the planner’s efficient decisions.
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Following Lucas (1987, 2003), there exists a constant K such that

V s((1+K )c(̃st),n(̃st)) =V s(css,nss) (13)

where V s(·) denotes the representative consumer’s welfare function, respectively,
in the case of her detrended stochastic steady state consumption stream (1+
K )c(̃st) and unchanged labor supply n(̃st) (LHS of (13)). The RHS of (13)
gives her welfare in the case of her corresponding (deterministic) steady state
consumption stream css and steady state labor supply nss. Lucas (1987, 2003)
then chooses to measure the cost of business cycles, as a share of steady state
output, by

Λ =
K

∫
c(̃st)dM(̃st)

yss . (14)

Table 1: Parameterization

Parameter Value Attribution
α (capital income share) α = .36 Cooley and Prescott (1995);

commonplace
α (capital income share) α = .36 Cooley and Prescott (1995);

commonplace
δ (v̄) (quarterly capital depreciation rate) δ (v̄) = .025 Kydland and Prescott (1982);

Kaltenbrunner and Lochstoer (2010)
γs (the representative consumer’s coefficient of relative risk aversion) γs = 2 Free parameter
γm (the manager’s coefficient of relative risk aversion) γm = γs Theorem 1
bs (the representative consumer’s habit formation parameter) bs = .9 Christiano et al. (2010)
bm (the manager’s habit formation parameter) bm = bs Theorem 1
β (economy-wide quarterly subjective β = .99 commonplace; yields an annualized

discount factor) average capital return of 4%
ḡa (the expected growth rate of neutral technology) ḡa = 1.0022 Donaldson et al. (2022)
ḡz (the expected growth rate of investment-specific technical change) ḡz = 1.0047 Donaldson et al. (2022)

σε,z (S.D. of Investment-specific shocks) σε,z = 0.60% Donaldson et al. (2022)

(i) When factor markets are competitive the parameter α is typically calibrated to reproduce the
observed share of US capital income in total value added.
(ii) Mehra and Prescott (1985) disarmingly argue that (0,10) is a reasonable range of possible
values.

For the purpose of correct welfare evaluations, the third-order perturbation
method is employed to solve numerically for the present model.8 The key pa-
rameters underlying the “welfare-cost” assessments are summarized in Table 1.

Table 2 presents the model’s main results. For comparison reasons, additonal
scenarios are also presented along with the benchmark case. The DD entry de-
rives from Danthine and Donaldson (2015) model of delegated management, es-
sentially isomorphic to the classic business-cycle model of Hansen (1985). The

8A primary source for this method can be found in Andreasen (2012).
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RBC-Fisher entry, by contrast, refers to Fisher (2006) model of non-monetary
business cycles with the twin stochastic trends of Hicks-neutral technology and
investment-specific technical change. The phrase “Concentrated Equity Owner-
ship” presents a model of limited asset market participation, essentially derived
from Guvenen (2009), serving as the opposite extreme of the benchmark model
where the managerial contract’s equity position is extremely magnified: the lat-
ter observation illustrates a huge imbalance between the contract’s incentive and
salary components, with the former dramatically emphasized for incentive rea-
sons, standing 180 degrees to the first-best contract of executive compensation.

MODEL(i)

Benchmark(ii) DD(iii) RBC-Fisher Concentrated
Equity Ownership

−.1315% (iv) −.0084% −.0046%(v) −.0600%(vi)

Table 2: Welfare Gains (Losses)
(i) Across the board, the representative agent’s risk aversion is equal to 2, except for the case

of “Concentrated Equity Ownership” wherein agent heterogeniety in risk aversion is assumed.

In the latter model, the manager-shareholder’s risk aversion parameter is equal to 2, while the

non-shareholder-worker counterpart amounts to be 10.
(ii) For the benchmark scenario, it is assumed that ρ∆ ≡ 0 in (12) and investment-specific

technology shocks are a sole driving force. The representative agent’s anticipation horizon in

the benchmark case equals 4 (quarters).
(iii) The present version of Danthine and Donaldson (2015) is identcial to their opitmal case

except the assumption of fixed labor supply. The standard deviation for the model’s Prescot-

tian TFP Shocks takes the value of 0.72% (Cooley and Prescott, 1995).
(iv) Positive numbers indicate welfare gains, while negative ones mean welfare losses.
(v) Excerpted from Kim and Joo (2019).
(iv) Excerpted from Kim and Kim (2014).

Table 2 shows that costs of business cycles in the benchmark delegated man-
agement model, i.e., in Proposition 1, are substantial: the welfare effects from
eliminating Pigouvian business cycles are about one order of magnitude larger
than the delegated management economy characterized by standard Prescottian
cycles (the DD entry), virually isomorphic to Lucas’ original estimate,9 and
even the business cycle model with the aforementioned twin stochatic trends

9As indicated in Table 2, the latter scenario makes the twin assumptions of the representative
consumer’s fixed labor supply and Prescottian comtemporaneous TFP shocks.
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(the RBC-Fisher entry). Note that the benchmark model allows for investment-
specific Pigouvian shocks only. The suboptimal economy driven by the man-
ager’s (implied) suboptimal contracts — the column headed by the phrase “Con-
centrated Equity Ownership” — appears to produce substantial welfare costs,
but about a half of the benchmark counterpart through the Prescottian channel of
supply shocks. The economic narrative behind these large welfare effects is that
aggregate fluctuations are created by autonomous changes in the private agent’s
expectations, including the manager’s counterparts, in response to news about
funadmentals and not due to real variations in fundamentals.10

Remark 3. An important caveat of the present model is that the cost of Pigou-
vian cycles, in principle, is not necessarily robust to the twin factors of the
variabiliy of endogenous labor supply and a balanced-growth-path condition,
as thoroughly discussed in Donaldson et al. (2022). The former factor, simply
referred to as the “mean effect” of business cycles, plays a pivotal role in deter-
mining an economy’s overall cost of fluctuations: this mean effect, as counter-
intuitive as it appears, often creates the welfare benefit of the business cycle,
rather than its welfare cost (Cho et al., 2015).

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present study offers a simple model of delegated management within the
general equilibrium context of Pigouvian cycles. In sharp contrast to leading mi-
croeconomic models of moral hazard, the general equilibrium macroeconomic
model noted here has several distinctive features. While even first-best executive
compensation contracts may produce economy-wide welfare losses more than
one order of magnitude larger that the Lucas (1987, 2003) cost-of-business-cycle
estimate, the contract’s pay-for-luck phenomenon proves to be irrelevant to any
distrortions of social welfare. Relatedly, the soaring CEO-to-worker pay ratio,
emblematic of the present-day US economy’s polarization, is also found to be ir-
relevant to social welfare. An intorduction of the manager’s unobservable efforts
under the heading “private information” does not change the latter conclusion as
well, since Prescott and Townsend (1984) securitization scheme vis-à-vis private

10Following Donaldson et al. (2022), the further line of economic reasoning is that the repre-
sentative consumer ends up being in a position to choose between the Pigouvian world, where his
consumption stream is not necessarily related to fundamentals and vulnerable to news, whether
good or bad, and the Lucasian world, where the planner’s full commitment technology produces
a fundamentals-based consumption stream. The latter world proves to be the stand-in consumer’s
preferred choice, leading to welfare costs about one-order magnitude greater than Lucas (1987,
2003) counterpart.
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information within the present context will wash out any private-information id-
iosyncratic shocks at the aggregate level.
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TECHNICAL APPENDIX

A. PARETO-OPTIMAL ALLOCATION

In this section, we characterize the first best allocation for the economy dis-
cussed so far. The recursive representation of the problem (9) is:

VCP(Ωt) = max
{cs

t ,cm
t ;ns

t ;it ;vt}

 θ µu(cm
t −bcm

t−1)+u(cs
t −bcs

t−1)−H(ns
t )

+λt [ f (zt ,υtkt ,ns
t )−µcm

t − cs
t − it ]

+βE(VCP(Ωt+1) | Ωt)

(15)

s.t.

kt+1 = [1−δ (vt)]kt + it [1−φ(
it

it−1
)] (16)

where λt is the multiplier associated with (16).
The necessary and sufficient first order conditions to the above problem(15)

is:

cm
t : θ µuc(cm

t −bcm
t−1)−µλt +βE(VCP

cm
t

| Ωt) = 0 (17)

cs
t : uc(cs

t −bcs
t−1)−λt +βE(VCP

cs
t

| Ωt) = 0

ns
t : λt fns

t −Hns
t (n

s
t ) = 0

vt : λt fvt kt +βE(VCP
kt+1

∂kt+1

∂vt
| Ωt) = 0

it : (−1)λt +βE(VCP
it +VCP

kt+1

∂kt+1

∂ it
| Ωt) = 0

cm
t−1 : VCP

cm
t−1

= θ µuc(cm
t −bcm

t−1)(−b)

cs
t−1 : VCP

cs
t−1

= uc(cs
t −bcs

t−1)(−b)

it−1 : VCP
it−1

= βE(VCP
kt+1

∂kt+1

∂ it−1
| Ωt)

kt : VCP
kt

= λt fkt vt +βE(VCP
kt+1

∂kt+1

∂kt
| Ωt)

where ∂kt+1
∂ it

= 1−φ( it
it−1

)−φ ′( it
it−1

) it
it−1

, ∂Nt+1
∂vt

=−δ ′(vt)kt ,
∂kt+1
∂kt

= 1−δ (vt),

and ∂kt+1
∂ it−1

= φ ′( it
it−1

)( it
it−1

)2 respectively.
We summarize the Euler conditions for the central planner’s problem:
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(P1) : θλ
m
t = λt (18)

(P2) : λt fns
t −Hns

t (n
s
t ) = 0

(P3) : λt
fvt

δ ′(vt)
= βE(λt+1[ fkt+1vt+1 +(1−δ (vt+1))

fvt+1

δ ′(vt+1)
] | Ωt)

(P4) : 1 = βE(
λt+1

λt

fvt+1

δ ′(vt+1)
φ
′(

it+1

it
)(

it+1

it
)2 | Ωt)+

fvt

δ ′(vt)
[1−φ(

it
it−1

)−φ
′(

it
it−1

)
it

it−1
]

(P5) : λ
m
t = uc(cm

t −bcm
t−1)−bβE(uc(cm

t+1 −bcm
t ) | Ωt)

(P6) : λt = uc(cs
t −bcs

t−1)−bβE(uc(cs
t+1 −bcs

t ) | Ωt)

B. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Under the contract of form 10, the recursive formulation of delegated man-
ager’s problem is:

V m(Ωm
t )= max

{it ,ns
t ,vt}

[u(cm
t −bcm

t−1)+λ
m
t [CPO(it ,nt ,vt ;Ω

m
t )−cm

t ]+βE(V m(Ωm
t+1) |Ω

m
t )]

s.t. kt+1 = [1−δ (vt)]kt + it [1−φ(
it

it−1
)]

nm
t = 1

The necessary and sufficient first order conditions to the above problem can be
written as

cm
t : uc(cm

t −bcm
t−1)−λ

m
t +βE(V m

ct
| Ω

m
t ) = 0 (19)

ns
t : ϕλ

m
t ( fns

t −wt) = 0

υt : ϕλ
m
t fυt kt +βE(V m

kt+1

∂kt+1

∂vt
| Ωt) = 0

it : ϕ(−1)λ m
t +βE(V m

it +V m
kt+1

∂kt+1

∂ it
| Ωt) = 0

cm
t−1 : V m

cm
t−1

= uc(cm
t −bcm

t−1)(−b)

it−1 : V m
it−1

= βE(V m
kt+1

∂kt+1

∂ it−1
| Ωt)

kt : V m
kt
= ϕ λ

m
t fkt vt +βE(V m

kt+1
| Ω

m
t )

∂kt+1

∂kt
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where ∂kt+1
∂ it

= 1−φ( it
it−1

)−φ ′( it
it−1

) it
it−1

, ∂Nt+1
∂vt

=−δ ′(vt)kt ,
∂kt+1
∂kt

= 1−δ (vt), and
∂kt+1
∂ it−1

= φ ′( it
it−1

)( it
it−1

)2 respectively. The Euler equations for the delegated man-
ager’s problem can be written as:

λ
m
t = uc(cm

t −bcm
t−1)−bβE(uc(cm

t+1 −bcm
t ) | Ωt) (20)

wt = fns
t

λ
m
t

fvt

δ ′(vt)
= βE(λ m

t+1[ fkt+1vt+1 +(1−δ (vt+1))
fvt+1

δ ′(vt+1)
] | Ωt)

1 = βE(
λ m

t+1

λ m
t

fvt+1

δ ′(vt+1)
φ
′(

it+1

it
)(

it+1

it
)2 | Ωt)

+
fvt

δ ′(vt)
[1−φ(

it
it−1

)−φ
′(

it
it−1

)
it

it−1
]
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